The LogicAnalyzer=
A NewInstrument
for ObservingLogicSignals
Designedspecificallyto solve digitaldesignand troubleprovidesa digital
shootingproblems,thisnewinstrument
displaywith storage,positiveand negativedigitaldelay,
combinatorial triggering, and digitalsequence comp arison.
by RobinAdler,MarkBaker,and HowardD. Marshall

CIRCUITS confront designers and
nIGITAL
l-l troubleshooterswith measurementproblems
that differ in many ways from those in analog circuits. As a result, instrumentsdevelopedfor analog
measurementsare often less than optimum for the
new digital measurements,so there is a need for
new kinds of instruments designedspecifically to
solve digital problems.
Model 50004 Logic Analyzer, Fig. 1, is just that'
An entirely digital instrument for displaying logic
signals, it has a digital display, digital functions,
and digital controls, and it operatesin a manner that
is intuitive to digitally oriented users.
A good example of the kind of problem that is
easily solved by the Logic Analyzer is observation
of long and infrequent logic sequencesin calculat o r s a n d o t h e r R O M - c o n t r o l l e d s y s t e m s .W i t h
conventional instruments, seeing these sequences
is quite difficult and identifying individual bits is
virtually impossible. With the Logic Analyzer and
its digital storage, once-per-keystrokecalculator
sequencesare easily captured.The Analyzer's digital delay makes it possibleto observeany section
of a thousand-bit sequencewith no uncertainty as
to which bits are displayed and no need to count
clock pulses.Theseabilitiesalso make it easyto see
and analyze the long, non-repetitive signal sequencesthat occur in serial data transmission,such
as between remote terminals and a computer.
Another problem arisesin disc drives and other
motor-driven computer peripherals. Continuous
variations in drive-motor speedmay causeso much
jitter in the data waveforms that they are impossible to interpret when observed by conventional
means.The Logic Analyzer's digital delay removes
the jitter, so the display is stable and easily interpreted.

Other Logic Analyzer features are useful in a
variety of digital applications.In its SPIKE mode,
the Analyzer captures and stores the short, randomly occurring noise pulses that often cripple entire systems while escapingdetection by conventional means.Negative delay helps the user analyze
causesof errors in single-shotdata sequencesby
displaying data that occurred prior to a trigger
point. And a trigger point need not be defined
simply as an edge occurring at a single node; the
Analyzer can be set to trigger on coincidencesof
logic HIGH's or LOW's at two or three nodes.
Cover: Model 50004 Logic
Analyzer's two rows of 32 red
light-emitting diodes display
digital data occurring at the A
and B inputs.A lighted LED
indicates a logic HIGH level.
Other LED'sindicate the trigger point, input conditions,
arming, and triggering. Designed specifically for digital design and troubleshooting,the Logic Analyzer simplifiesmany difficult measurements.
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Flg.1. Model 5000ALogic Analyzer's two rows of 32 lighlenitting
diodes display the sequences ol
/ogic statesat the A and B inputs.
Positiveand negative delay, combinatorial triggering, storage,
spike detection,and several display modes help solve a multitude
of digital measurement problems
in design and troubleshooting.

Display
GlockedLight-Emitting-Diode
The Logic Analyzer displays32 bits of digital data
on each of its two rows of red light-emittingdiodes
(LED'sJ.Each LED row displays data from one of
the Analyzer's two data inputs, ChannelsA and B.
The LED's turn on to indicate logic HIGH's and
turn off for logic LOW's [Fig. 2).
The horizontal parameterof the display is time,
proceedingfrom left to right. Time is quantizedinto
discrete intervals according to the clock signal of
the circuit or system under test. Thus the LED's
representthe logic statesof the data inputs during
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each of 32 successiveclock cycles. The system
clock signal is applied to the Analyzer's CLOCK
input and servesto synchronizethe Analyzer with
the system under test.
How does this display compare to the more familiar oscilloscope display of logic waveforms?
They are very similar, the Analyzer deleting some
oscilloscope information and emphasizing other
parametersmore pertinent to digital needs. Oscilloscopesdisplay voltage versus time; the Analyzer
display quantizeseach of theseparameters,voltage
into logic state and time into clock cycles.
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Flg. 2. Logic Analyzer displays
bits as defined by the clock signal of the system under test. A
lighted LED indicates a high logic
state. Either edge of the clock
pulse may be selected as the
data sampling point.

Omitted from the Analyzer's display is analog
voltageand timing information.Theseof course,are
the signal parameters over which the digital designer has least control. Once he has selected a
particular IC family, he cannot,for example,adjust
high-stateoutput levels or propagationdelays beyond the limits specifiedon data sheets.
What the user does control is what the Analyzer
is designed to display, that is, the procession of
logic statesas a function of clock cycle, or in other
words, the function of the circuit. On and off LED's
correspondnaturally and intuitively to HIGH and
LOW logic states.Using the test system'sclock for
the horizontal quantizationmeans the data is displayed in terms of bits-just the information the
user needs to compare circuit responseto device
truth tablesor systemtiming diagrams.
Oscilloscopes,on the other hand, force the user
to make the quantization into bits, To do this, he
must display the clock along with the data and visually divide the continuousdata streaminto the bits
of interest.At the sametime the user must mentally
impressthe thresholdvoltageof the logic family on
the waveforms to make decisions about HIGH's
and LOW's.
This is not to say that either instrumentprecludes
use of the other, Both are essential,although for
different things.The oscilloscopeis most important
early in the design cycle, when questions about
ringing, race conditions, fan-outs, and power distribution are important. These are questions that
need to be answered before the system begins to
run, Later in the design cycle, when the sequences
of logic states are most important, and in production test and field service, the Logic Analyzer is
likely to be more useful. There are also many
measurements(often involving the Analyzer's digital delay) that can be made only by using both instrumentstogether.
Triggering
DigitalCombinatorial
Triggering begins the Analyzer's data input and
display processes.The trigger point is the reference
point to which all following events are related.
The Analyzer's controlsprovide for triggeringon
either single events or multiple events occurring
simultaneously.This capability is necessaryin digital applicationsbecausedigital systemscommonly
function in responseto parallel data patterns occurring simultaneouslyon several circuit nodes.A
device,for example,might be designedto accepl
data only when two control lines are HIGH concurrently. Therefore,synchronizinga measurement
with the start of a processoften requiresthe ability
to recognizemultiple simultaneousevents.This the

Analyzer can do. It triggerson an AND combination
of up to three signalsor their complements.
A major Logic Analyzer designconsiderationwas
that all controlsbe simple to use and intuitively understood by digital users. The trigger section is a
good example.All trigger switches are grouped in
a shaded area on the front panel (Fig. 3). The algorithm describing trigger requirementsis drawn
on the front panel as a simple schematicdiagram
using common digital symbols.
Triggering requires a high-goingedge at the output of the front-panel AND gate. Trigger data can
originate at three inputs, A, B, and EXT TRIG,
reachingthe AND gate via the slope-controltoggle
switches in each of the three paths. When any of
these three-position switches is set to the upper
position, data is transmitteddirectly from the associated data input to the AND gate,With the switch
in the middle position oppositethe inverter, data is
inverted before applicationto the gate.In the lower
or OFF position, the input is removed from the
trigger process.

Flg. 3. Trigger event that determinesthe sfart of the display
is defined by a combination of up to three HIGH or LOW logic
stales and a positiveor negative-goingedge. Here the Analyzer is set to trigget when there.are logic HIGH's at the A
and EXT TRIGinputsand a logic LOW at the B input,and the
se/ecfedclock-pulseedge occurs.

With this arrangementthe user can select any
three-bit combinationof HIGH's and LOW's as his
trigger word. With the slope control switch up, the
input must be HIGH for triggering;with it opposite
the inverter the input must be LOW.
In ASYNC mode, when the AND gate pulses
HIGH, the TRIGGEREDlight flashes immediately
to indicate triggering.In CLOCKEDmode,the AND
output must remain HIGH until sampled by the
clock.
Displayed data is always retained until new information is written over it after a subsequenttrig-

Logic Analyzer Applications in Digital System Waveform Measurements
Whereveroscilloscopesare used to display digital information,the Logic Analyzerwill be a valuableadditionto the
user's test equipment.Specific areas include computers,
magnetictape and disc drives, card readers,teleprinters,
paper tape readers,point-of-salereaders and terminals,
calculators,digital data transmission,ROM-controlledinstruments,and others.
Diec Drives
Magneticdisc drives are fast-access,mass storagedevices that record informationon rotatingmagneticplatters
or discs. Data is stored and read serially. The address of
each data record on the disc is containedin a preamble
that orecedes the record and is Dart of the serial data
stream.When the contentsof a given record are desired,
its address is entered and the data stream is monitored for
that address.When the addressis detected,a comparison
circuit generatesa pulse and data transmissionbegins. lf
this pulse is used to trigger an oscilloscopeor Logic Analyzer,subsequentdata is viewable.However,the preamble
data has already passed by; seeing it requiresa negative
delay.The 5000A'sEND mode providesnegativedelay and
makes it oossibleto see the addressand other information
stored in the oreamble.
Lookingfarther into the data record followingthe trigger
createsother difficulties.The timing of the waveformsdepends on the rotationalspeed of the disc, which continually
varies. Hence the waveformsjitter with respectto the trigger.
Jitter is cumulativeand becomesquite large severalthousand bits into the record. Stable presentationof jitteringdata
requiresdigital delay.A particulardata bit alwaysoccurs a
fixed number of clock cycles into the record,even though
the time delay betweenthe trigger and the bit of interest
varies widely. Dialing this delay into the Logic Analyzer's
thumbwheelregisterwill produce a stable display of any
desiredbit.
The Logic Analyzer'ssingle-shotstoragesimplifiesfinding and analyzingintermittentfaults,which are common in
disc drives and other computer systems.When a system
fails once per hour or even lessoften,the 50004 will, whenever the error occurs, capturea sweep of data and hold it
indefinitely.With negativedelay, data that preceded the
error can be displayedso the cause of the error can be
analyzed.
Microprogrammed Devlces
M icroprogrammed,
read-only-memory-controlled
devices
commonlygeneratelong non-repetitive
data sequencesthat
are difficultto analyze.Calculatorsare a good exampleof
such devices.A programto calculatethe square root of a
number might contain over ten thousand bits and repeat
only as often as the square-root key is pressed.
In troubleshootinga ROM-controlledinstrument,it may
be possibleto single-stepthrough long sequences.However, this is often inconvenient,and the problem may go
away at slow speeds. The Logic Analyzer allows the system
to run at ils normal rate while the test is being made. lt can
display not only data sequencesbut also spikes or transientson criticalcontrollines.In caseswhere ROMscontrol
arithmeticoperationsinvolvingseveral shift registers,the
Analyzercan be used to display in detail the complexoperalions that take place in these shift registers.This analysis

capabilitygoes far beyondmerelyobservingthe final result
of a complexoperalion.
The Logic Analyzer'sdigital display, digital delay, and
single-shotstoragealso simplifycalculatormeasurements.
The digital clocked display presentsdata and program instructionsin the form of bits, just as they appear on timing
diagramsor ROM truth tables. Storagecapturesthe transient waveforms.lf RZ (return-to-zero)encoding is used,
SPIKEA mode will produce the desired display.
Becausethe serialinstructions
or data are usuallygrouped
into words, digital delay by both bits and words is useful.
With once-per-wordpulsesappliedto the Analyzer'sWORD
DELAYinput, any word can be displayedwithout counting
pulsesto find it. Bit delaywithinthe selectedword is helpful
when word length exceedsthe display capacity.
Digital Data Transmisgion
In digitaldata transmission,
characters,words,and blocks
of data take the form of fast single-shot bursts of ones and
zeros. This is true whether the data is being transmilted
betweena lerminal and a computer,betweentwo data banks
via modems and telephonelines, or betweena frequency
counler and a calculatorin a small automatictest system.
The Logic Analyzereasily displays these bursts. The Analyzer display is locked to the data by the clock and the
Analyzer triggers only when data is received. Successrve
characters can be displayed one after another and stored
as long as desired.
To access a specific part of a data block, such as a preamble,a postamble,a controlbit, or a parity bit, the Analyzer's
positiveand negativedigitaldelay can be used. lf a triggercan
only be found at the end of the preamble,engaging negative
"END" will displaythe
delay by selectingDELAYREFERENCE
data that leads up to the trigger, namely the preamble.With
exactly the same trigger point, the end of the data block can
be observedby dialing in the correct amountof positivedelay
and retransmittingthe data.
Analyzer and Oscilloscope
The synergismthat existsbetweenthe LogicAnalyzerand
the oscilloscopeis most evidentwhen either instrumentis
used as a triggersourcefor the other.When the Analyzer's
countdownof bit and word delaysis complete,a pulse that
can be used to trigger an oscilloscopeis generatedat the
rear panel TRIG OUT connector.The 5000A's combinatorial triggeringand digital delay combine with the oscilloscope's voltage and timing informationto display analog
parametersof hard-to-locate data bits. Stable oscilloscope
displays of disc data or calculator program words are pos.
sible with this technique.
With a delayed-sweeposcilloscope,the reversearrangement is often fruitful.Triggeringthe Analyzerfrom the delayed gate output of the oscilloscope begins the 50004 data
inputat the startof the intensifiedregionon the oscilloscope
CRT. The oscilloscope delay vernier can be used ro scan
rapidly through the waveformsearchingfor suspect data.
The Analyzersimultaneously
displaysthe precisebit structure of the scanneddata and indicatesany spikes that are
present.Searchingfor a parlicularcontrol characterin a
serial transmissionto or from a dala terminal is a good
exampleof the type of problem that can be solved using
this technique.
(Continued on page 6)

(Continued hom page 5)

Everyday Uses
While the examples given so far have concentrated on
dramatic applicatrons of the Logic Analyzer in difficult
system measurements, the Analyzer will probably be
used most otten as a general-purpose bench instrument
in common digital troubleshootingsituations.For examole:
r With the CLOCK inputconnectedto the clock lineof a flipflop and the channel A input connectedto the Q output of
the flip-flop,the flip{lop can be checkedfor properdivideby{wo operation,indicated by a display of alternatelyoff
and on LED'S.
r An AND gate has pulses at its two inputs but the output remains LOW. Combinatorial
triggeringcan determineif the
inputsare ever HIGHsimultaneously.
r With digitaldelay determiningthe numberof clock pulses
betweenoverflows,proper divisionratio in a programmable
frequencydivideris easilyverified.
r The output pulse of a monostablemultivibrator(one-shot)
triggeringand SPIKE
may be viewed using asynchronous
mode, no matterwhat the pulse relationshipo1the clock to
the one-shotoutput.
r Data bits dropped in a recirculatingshift register can be
detected by comparing the circulatingdata with a stored
reference.

ger. If only a single trigger occurs,the data is held
indefinitely. The result is automatic, single-shot
storage.There is no need to realizebeforehandthat
data is non-recurring and engage special storage
controls.
Even if a data sequenceis repetitive, the Analyzer
can be commanded to store it by placing a frontpanel switch in the STORE position. With this same
switch in the RUN position the display will change
eachtime a trigger occurs.An adjustableHOLDOFF
control prevents triggering for up to five secondsin
the RUN mode so new data can be displayed at a
convenient rate. At the end of the holdoff period
an ARMED light on the front panel turns on to indicate that the Analyzer is ready to trigger.

DigilalDelay
Normally, once the Analyzer has triggered, the
next 32 bits of data at the A and B inputs are displayed. Other sectionsof the data sequencecan be
displayed using the positive and negative delay capabilities of the Analyzer. Positive delay, expressed
as a number of clock pulses (or a number of word
pulsesand a number of clock pulses),is dialed into
front-panel thumbwheels, and delay equal to the indicated number of pulses is inserted between triggering and the beginning of the display (Fig. a).
Thus the 32-bit "display window" is movable up to
999,999bits (or 9999words and gg bits) downstream
from the fixed trigger point, and there is no doubt
as to which bits are being displayed.
Why digitol delay? In synchronoussystems,the
clock signal is the prime mover; all signal sequencing is in responseto it. Systems are designedso
timing is in terms of numbers of clock pulses rather
than their duration. An example is a system that
might be set to generatean output pulse 1024cycles
after a start command. That this interval might
happen to be 0.509ms long is aknost unimportant;
Ihe 1,O24clock cycles are the significant point.
When the clock frequency is continually changing, as in a disc drive, this is even more significant.
Here the time delay between the start of data transmission and a particular data bit is continually
varying. The number of clock periods in the interval, however, is fixed, so digital delay will locate
the desired data bit without jitter.
Digital delay is also useful when data streams
are extremely long. Calculator sequences are an
example. When trying to find a particular bit in a
several-thousand-bitsequence,digital delay to the
desiredbit is the only way to get there and be certain of it.
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Ffg. 4.
Preset digital delay is
counted down between the trigger event and the start of the display. Here the Analyzer tiggers
when therc is a logic HIGH at the
EXT TRIG input, and display beginsafter an 18-clock-pulse delay.

NegatlveDelay
Some oscilloscopesuse an analog delay line to
preserve information close to the trigger long
enoughfor the CRT to display it. The 5000,4'extends
this concept using digital storage to permit display
of events up to 32 clock cycles before the trigger.
Negative delay is engagedby setting the DELAY
REFERENCEswitch to the END position. The trigger then occurs at the end of the display registers
and the data displayedis the data that occurred on
the 32 clock cycles prior to the trigger.
Uses of negative delay are numerous. For example,when analyzingserial trigger circuits in disc
drives or data terminals, the serial word leading up
to and causing the trigger can be displayed. Or,
triggering from an error condition, the pre-error
data may be examined to locate the cause of the
error.
Inputand DisplayModes
In its most common mode of operationthe Logic
Analyzer is a two-channel device with a row of
LED's for each channel. The various INPUT and
DISPLAY modesuse the two inputs and displaysin
other ways to perform additionalfunctions.SERIAL
A mode, for example,cascadesthe B display register onto the end of the A display. The result is a
single 64-bit display loaded from the A input, and
a single-channel 64-bit negative delay capability,
as well. STORE B provides selective use of the
Analyzer's storage.B-channeldata is stored while
the A display reloads with each trigger.
SPIKE A mode capturesshort, intra-clock-period
pulses causedby noise or other problems [Fig. 5).
These would ordinarily be missed by the Analyzer's
normal once-per-clock-cyclesampling of the data
inputs. High-going pulses occurring at the A input
are displayedin the A registerand low-goingpulses
in the B register,One reasonSPIKE mode is necessary is that without it RZ (return-to-zero) data
would either be undisplayableor undistinguishable
from NRZ fnon-return-to-zero) data.
The settingsof the DISPLAY mode switch select
various Booleancombinationsof A and B input data
for display.AND (A'B), OR (A + B), and EXCLUSM-OR (A @ B) combinations are possible. Results appear in the A display; the B display is
blanked.
A @ B mode in conjunction with STORE B is
especially useful in production test applications.
EXCLUSIVE-ORis a comparisonfunction; the result A @ n is HIGH only when A and B are different. A @ B mode allows rapid digital comparison
of two supposedlyidentical data streamswith any
differences appearing as lighted LED's. Using
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Flg. 5. Sprkes occurring between clock pulses may be desrred signals or noise. ln SPIKEA mode, the Analyzer displays spikes and shows whether they are positive-going or
negative-going.

STOREB mode,the B data may be loaded once and
retained indefinitely, a useful capability when data
from a referencedeviceis being comparedwith data
from one or more test devices [Fig. 6).
GettingInto the Analyzer
To minimize loading of circuits under test regardlessof their IC family, each of the Logic Analyzer's five input channels(A, B, EXT TRIG, WORD
DELAY, and CLOCK) has high input impedance:1
Mo in parallel with 25 pF. This also permits use of

Ffg. 6. A @ B mode, one of three possible combined-waveform display modes, is useful for comparing test and reference circuit boards in production testing. Only differences
are displayed.

the Analyzer with standard Hewlett-Packard highimpedance probes and their accessoriesto further
minimize circuit loading and to maximize probing
flexibility.
The input channels are essentially identical. Each
acts as a threshold detector to compare a highimpedance, low-level input to a dc threshold level
and produce a logic signal indicating whether the
input is HIGH or LOW. The inputs share a common
threshold voltage, which is set by rear-panel controls. Two selectablethreshold rangesare provided,
each with its own voltage control. The high range
covers -r1.4 volts and the lower one i0.14 volts.
The actual threshold voltage can be monitored at
the rear panel for precise threshold adjustment.
With 10;1 divider probes, effective thresholds are
10 times the values indicated on the rear panel.
Thus -+14 volts of threshold variation is possible,
sufficient to cover requirements of all types of
digital integrated circuits.
Although the Analyzer is specified for clock
repetition rates up to 10 MHz, the actual equivalent bandwidth of the signal inputs is greater than
50 MHz. This relatively high bandwidth is necessary to minimize skew between input channels and
to provide high sensitivity to narrow input pulses.
The basic circuit of each input amplifier is illustrated in Fig. 7. Q1A and QtB, a matched FET pair,
are used in a totem-pole voltage-follower configuration to form a unity-gain amplifier. CR1 and CR2
clip excessive input signals to provide protection
against overloads of -+200 V dc or r-400 V transient. U1 is a high-speed,high-gain analog comparator IC with complementary TTL outputs.
As an added convenienceto the user, each inpul
channel drives an LED annunciator that indicates
the logic state of that input. Each annunciator functions as a logic probe, turning on to indicate logic

Flg. a. At each input is an LED annunciator that acts like a
logic probe. LED turns on when the input is HIGH and off
when it is LOW. Pulsesare stretched to give a visible flash.

HIGH's and off for logic LOW's, and flashing at a
rate of a few Hz for pulse-train inputs. The annunciator circuit (Fig. 8) includes a pulse stretcher so
the user can easily see the presenceof single-shot
or low-repetition-rate pulses, often very difficult
to detect. The threshold voltage can be quickly set
by connecting one of the inputs to a voltage equal
to the desired threshold and adjusting the threshold
control until the annunciator barely tutns on or
flickers.
DataCapturc
The data on the A, B, and EXT TRIG channels
goes from the comparator in the input amplifiers
to the input flip-flops, where it is sampled and
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Flg. 7. High-imped ance input amplifiers minimize circuit loading.
Variable threshold assures compatibiIity withalI I C Iogic famili es.

quantized into bits. Data at the inputs to these flipflops is transferred to their outputs at the clock
pulse edge selectedby the slope control on the front
panel. This takes place whenever there is a clock
signal present. Howevet, the display is not loaded
until the Analyzer is triggered and all digital delay
is counted to zero. When this occurs, data is transferred to the input registersa short time [50 ns) after
it is loaded into the sampler flip-flops. (See block
diagram, Fig. 9.)
For easier use and interpretation of the Analyzer
and its display, the first bit in each display row
represents the data at the A or B input when the
trigger event occurs. It is also necessarythat these
first and subsequentbits be displayed immediately,
as soon as they are sampled, without waiting (e.g.,
for the next clock pulse). To accomplish this the
contents of the input samplers are continuously
monitored for the trigger event. When it occurs, a
delayed version of the input clock is gated to the
input registers to load the contents of the samplers
for display. On each succeedingclock pulse data is
loaded into the samplers and 50 ns later is transferred to the input registers by the delayed clock.
Loading continues in this way until the two 32-bit
channels are filled.
Meanwhile, data has also been flowing from the
input registers to the display registers. Details of
this process are described in the section headed
"Display Considerations."
Once loaded, data is frozen for a minimum of 50

ms before a new trigger and input sequence can
begin. This guaranteesthat even an intermittent bit
is displayed long enough to be recognized.

Trlggerlng
One of the most difficult problems to overcome
in the display of any waveform is the definition of
a trigger or sync point to which the data can be referenced. It is necessary that the trigger, however
defined, be a unique event, one that occurs only
once in the cycle of the machine whose waveforms
are being analyzed.When signals are repetitive, this
guaranteesthat triggering always occurs at the same
point in the sequence and, most importantly, that
the display will be stable.
Examination of trigger requirements in synchronous systemsreveals several possibilities. First, the
trigger may be well defined as an event on a single
line-for
example, start-program pulses, reset
pulses, or gating signals. In this case, the familiar
single-channel, edge-sensitive triggering is sufficient and the positive or negative edge of the pulse
provides a unique data reference. It is crucial that
an edgerather than a level serve as the trigger since
the pulse may extend over many clock periods.The
edgesare unique; the level is not.
If the trigger cannot be derived from a single line,
several signals can be ANDed together to provide
the unique reference. This is controlled using the
Analyzer's three trigger control switches.
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Flg. 9. Logic Analyzer block diagram.
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counted down by pulses of lower repetition rate
than the clock. These might correspond,fot example, to pulses that occur once per serial word in
a calculator program. The four digits of word delay
in combination with the remaining two digits of
clock delay provide coarse and fine digital delays
between the trigger and the start of the display.
The Analyzer's negative delay is implemented by
running all incoming data through 32-bit digital
delay lines (shift registers) prior to loading it into
the input registers.When a trigger occurs, therefore, the data that is displayedactually occurred32
clock periods earlier and has spent the interim traveling through the shift register. The result is a display whose trigger event appears displayed at the
right side, or end, of the display. Hence the START
and END positions of the DELAY REFERENCE
switch.
In END mode the thumbwheels still cause delay
in the positive sense.The display endsthe indicated
number of pulses after the trigger. By selecting the
END mode and less than 32 bits of positive delay,
pre-trigger and post-trigger events can be seen in
the same display.

Edge sensitivity of the Analyzer's trigger is
achieved by an algorithm performed in the blocks
labeled "Previous Trigger Storage" in Fig. 9. In
words, the algorithm is simply that for a given event
to trigger the Analyzer, the previous clock cycle
must not have contained a trigger event. Thus the
Analyzer does not trigger, for example, if its inputs
are such that the front panel AND gate output is
continuously HIGH.
In many casesit is desirable to ignore spikes and
transients when triggering. This can be done by
selecting the CLOCKED mode of operation, in
which the inputs are monitored for the trigger condition only at the selected clock edge (Fig. 1.0).The
converseis also possible,in casethe desiredtrigger
is a spike. When this happens-that is, trigger information exists only between sampling pointsASYNC mode should be selected.The spike will be
captured and stored until the clock occurs to enter
it as a trigger condition. Both of these situations
are common in digital testing.
Digital DelayCountdown
Once the Analyzer has been triggered, it counts
down any digital delay that has been entered in the
thumbwheel switch register. The contents of the
thumbwheel switches are loaded into six down
counters, which are then decremented.
The chain of six down counters may be decremented solely by clock pulses or by a combination
of clock pulses and WORD DELAY pulses.When
the word delay function is engaged,the left four
decades of the thumbwheel switch register are
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DisplayGonsiderations
In addition to the input registers, which provide
the sixty-four bits of information storage, there is
also a second set of shift registers that provide an
interface to the LED display. The function of these
display registersis threefold.
First, the display registers are necessaryto position the displayed data bits in the proper place.
It was desiredthat data should always be displayed
with the oldest data on the left and the newest data
on the right, just as on an oscilloscopedisplay.
The input shift register places each new bit in
the rightmost position and pushes older data to the
left. Thus if the contents of the input register were
displayed directly, data would shift in from the
right. To prevent this, as each new bit is entered,
the contents of the input register are loaded in
parallel into the display register.The display register then quickly shifts so the oldest bit always appears at the left side of the display. This occurs on
each clock cycle [Fig. LL). With 32-bit displays,the
number of bits that data must be shifted on each
clock cycle is thirty two minus the number of bits
entered since the start of display.
This data positioning circuitry is required only
for low-frequency data, becausethe movement of
data apparent at slow rates cannot be seen above
about 7 kHz. Therefore the data positioning circuit
is disabled above 1, kHz and data is transferred to
the display registers only after all 3z bits of the
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Ffg. 10. ln CLOCKED mode, the Logic Analyzer monitors
its inputs for the trigger condition only at the selected clock
edge. ln ASy/VCmode, triggering occurs as soon as the tigger condition appears at the inputs. Triggering ls a/ways
edge-sensitive.
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LED's in the 8 X 8 scanned matrix. To properly
decode the multiplexed data, the cathodes of the
LED's are scannedin synchronism with the shifting
of data in the eight-bit loops.
The third function of the display registers is as
a source of data to the circuits that perform the
Booleanoperations[A + B, A 'B, A @ B) on the
A and B inputs. These Boolean operations take
place as the data is scanned into the LED matrix
and therefore do not affect the data that is stored
in the input registers.This means that any Boolean
function can be performed without disturbing the
stored data. Thus if it is desired to see this data in
its original form it is readily available.

@ r-"t srtrr

@
Parallel
Load

Flg. 11. Logic Analyzer displays data with oldest information at the left. At clock rates below 1 kHz the three steps
shown occur on each clock cycle. The resultis that each bit
is displayed, properly positioned, as soon as it is entered.
Data does not appear to shiftin and is viewable while the display is being loaded.

input register have been reloaded. The advantage
is that no high-speed circuitry is needed in the display register.
The second purpose of the display register is to
perform the multiplexing function necessary for
transferring the data to the scanned display. After
the display register is loaded and the data is positioned in the correct orientation, each 32-bit shift
register is broken into four eight-bit closed loops.
The data in each loop is circulated and one bit of
the eight is monitored for the multiplexed data signal. The eight lines correspondingto the eight closed
loops of circulating data in the two channels supply
the drive (through buffers) to the anodes of the

Spike Detectlon
Selection of the SPIKE A mode makes possible
the detectionof asynchronousevents occurringbetween clock pulses.A spike is detectedwhenever
more than one logic transition occurs within a single
clock period. If the positive-going transition occurs
first, the spike is defined as positive and is displayed on the A channel; conversely, negative
spikes are displayedon the B channel.
The spike detector consists of two flip-flops
[Fig. 12J.One is sensitive to the positive-going edge
of the data input and the other is sensitive to the
negative-going edge. If during any given clock period both flip-flops are set, a spike has occurred.
The detected spike is entered into the input register
by the next clock pulse.
A positive spike is differentiated from a negative
one by a detector and a latch which determine
which of the two flip-flops was set first. At the

Splke D€f€ct

tultlplerer

Ras3t
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Ffg. 12. Spikedetectioncircuitry
delecfs multiple edges within a
clock cycle,

The IC Troubleshooters
cally have four or more outputs.With a slow stimulus(about
1 Hz) the progressionof logic statescan be followedon the
Clip.Otherapplications
includemonitoring
the outputstatesof
a ROM or displayingstaticinput-outputrelationships
in combinatoriallC's such as invertersor NANDoates.

Logictestingneedssimilarto thosefor whichthe 50004 Logic Analyzerwas developedhad earlierprompted development of a group of handheldinstrumentsthat were forerunners of the 50004. Beginningin 1968with the now ubiquitous
Logic Probe,this familyof instruments
has grown to includea
TTL/DTLLogic Probe,a Logic Clip, a Logic Pulser,a Logic
Comparator,
and Logic Probesfor testingECL and HTL/MOS
circuits.

Logic Pulser
The Logic Pulser,Model 10526T,was the fourthof the lC
Troubleshooters
to be developed.The Probeand Cilp are responsemonitors;theydependon the circuitundertest to supply stimulusto lC's whilethey displaythe responses.The Logic Pulser contributesin-circuitstimulus,thereby makrng
possiblethe same kind of stimulus-response
testingthat has
long been invaluablein analogtroubleshooting.
The problemof stimulatingdigital lC's in a circuit is more
difficultthan it might at firstappear.Digitaloutputshave very
low outputimpedances(lessthan5 ohms),Theyare designed
this way to providewide rmmunityto spuriousnoise.Connected in circuits,each relativelyhigh-impedancelC input is
outputthat clamps it eitherHIGH
drivenby a low-impedance
or LOW at all times. Stimulusis possibleby overridingthe
drivinglC outputwith largeamountsof current,but then destructionof the drivingstage is a real possibility.
The Logic Pulsersolvesthis problemby generatinga very
narrowpulse,brieflyoverridingthe drivingoutput.The Pulser
will sourceor sinkup to 0.65ampereseach time its pulsebutcouton is pressed.Narrowpulsewidth of 0.3 microseconds,
pled with the manual activation,make the duty cycle very
small,so there is negligibleadded power dissipationin the
drivinglC and no dangerof damage.Automaticselectionof the
polarityof the outputpulse geatly simplifiesoperation;HIGH
nodesare pulsedLOW,and LOW nodesHIGHwith no adjustmentsreouired.
The Pulserprovidesstimulusat ratesappropriatefor moni-

Logic Probe
The Logic Probewas the firsttest instrumentdesignedand
optimizedstrictlyfor digitalapplications,lt has a digitalreadout, a lamp near the probe tip, that displayslogic levelsand
pulsesoccurringon the circuitnode being probed.The lamp
glows brightlyto indicate logic HIGH's, goes off for logic
LOW'sand glows at half brillianceto indicateopen circuitsor
voltages between the preset logic thresholds.Continuous
pulsetrainscauseblinkingof the lampat a 10 Hz rateand single pulses are stretchedto provide a visible flash of the
lamp:on for HIGH-goingpulsesand offfor LOW-goingones.
Logic Probesare the quickest,surestway of detectingthe
presenceor absenceof singleor infrequentpulses.No adjustmentsare needed,and signalscan be rapidlytracedthrough
circuitsby monitoringonly two points:the schematicand the
probetip. Thereis no chancethe probewill slip off the intended nodewhilethe userturnshis headto reada remotedisplay.
The Probe's value derives from the greater speed with
which design and troubleshooting
faults that result in bad
nodescan be found.In thesecasesthe Probeby itselfwill rapidly isolatethe failure.When more detailedanalysisis required, such as that of a Logic Analyzeror oscilloscope,the
Probeis a usefuladjunct.When the user is unableto identify
the specificcause of a fault,the Probe can usuallylocalize
the searchto a small group of suspect lo's and thus more
quicklyfocusthe powerof the analyzeror oscilloscopeon the
problem.
The 5 volt probe, Model 10525Tfor TTL and DTL integrated
circuits,has now been joined by two other models. Model
'10525E
has ECL logicthresholdsand a -5.2 volt powerinput
voltagefor compatibilitywith all types of emitter-coupled
logic. lt's alsothe fastestof the threeprobes:pulse detectionis
guaranteeddown to 5 ns. Model 10525His designedfor high
voltagelogicfamiliessuch as HTL and HiNlL.A built-inpower
supplyvoltageregulatoracceptsinputvoltagesanywherebetween +12 and +25 volts. Logic thresholdsare preset to
+2.5 volts and +9.5 volts,The "H" orobe is also usefulwith
manytypes of MOS,discretecomponent,and relaylogic systems,
Logic Clip
The second handheldlogic tester,introducedin 1970, is
Model105284LogicClip.lC'sare multi-pindevices,and it'soften of interestto see informationat several pins at the same
time.The Logic Clip was developedto displaythe logicstates
of all 14 or 16 pins of a DIP lC srmultaneously.
The Clip attaches directly to TTL/DTLlC's, automaticallyseeks the Vcc
and groundpins,and connectsits powerand groundbusesto
the proper pins. The Clip's 16 light-emitting
diodes then displaythe logicstatesof all pins of the lC, one LED corresponding to each pin.The LED'slightto indicatelogicHIGH'sand remainoff for logic LOW's.
The Clip is handy when analyzingsequentialcircuitssuch
as those containinglC countersor shift regisers.Thesetypi-

Clockwise from lower left: 10526TLogic Putser, 105294 Logic
Comparator, 10528A Logic Clip, 50004 Logic Analyzer,
10525T Logic Probe, 105258 Logic Probe, 10525H Logic
Probe.
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toring responseswith the Logic Clip. For example,the proper
progressionof logic statesin an lC countermay be verifledusteam. The Logic
ing Pulserand Clip as a stimulus/response
Probe, with its pulse stretcher,is a good companionfor the
Pulserwhen testing combinatoriallogic such as gates and inverters.The Logic Pulser's0.3 ps pulse, injectedat a gate input, should appear at the gate output and be displayed by
the Probe. lf it doesn't,the gate is defective.
The Logic Probe,Pulser,and Clip are availablein a single
packageas the 5015TLogic Troubleshooting
Kit.

pin; this permits the Comparatorto differentiatebetween inputs and outputs.The referenceboard is then ready for use.
An accessory kit of reference boards pre-programmedwith
20 commonlyused TTL lC's is available.
ln a troubleshootingsituation,a suspect lC is selected for
testing and the correspondingreterence board is placed in
the Comparator'sdrawer.The Comparatoris then clipped onto the selectedtest lC and the display is checked for lighted
LED's.
The Logic Probe, Pulser,and Clip also complementthe Logic Comparatorin troubleshootingapplications.Many variations are possible.For example,the Probe can be used to isolate the failureto a specific board or group of lO's. Then the
Comparatorcan be brought in to test the smaller number ot
possibilities.Once a bad node has been located by the Comparator,the Probe and Pulsercan analyze the cause. Simultaneouslyprobing and pulsingthe suspect node will identifya
short to ground or to the power supply: the Pulsercan't pulse
its own supply buses, so if no signal is registered on the
Probe a solder short is likely.
The Pulseris handy when the Comparatoris used to test sequential logic. lf the referencelC turns on to a differentstate
than the test lC, an error may be indicated.Pulsingthe reset
input of the test lC synchronizestest and referencelO's to the
same state and the test becomes valid. This externalsynchronizationis necessarywheneverit is not performedautomatically by the circuit or by a manualreset control.
Model 5011T Logic Troubleshooting
Kit combinesall four
TTL and DTL fault-finders:Probe, Clip, Pulser, and Comparalor.

Loglc Comparator
The Pulser,Clip and Probe leave most of the task oI analyzing results to the user, who must interpret the circuit responses that the instrumentsdisplay for him. Through his
knowledgeof circuitoperationhe decides if his new design is
functioningthe way he intended or il a particularlC in the instrumenthe is troubleshootinghas failed.
Model 10529A Logic Comparator,an in-circuit lC tester,
goes further,analyzingthe detected signalsto display logical
faults rather than HIGH's and LOW's. The comparatorfunctionally tests TTL and DTL lC's in their normal circuit environment without removing them from their printed circuit
boards. Failuresof the test lC are displayedon the Comparator's 16 LED's,each of which correspondsto a pin of the test
device.
The 105294comparesthe operationof the test lC to a reference lC of the same type that is insertedin the Comparator.
Power and input signals are borrowed from the test lC. Outputs of the two lC's are compared and whenevera logic difference existsthe LED correspondingto the differingpin is lighted. Brief or intermittenterrors are stretchedto orovide a visible flash of the LED.
Blank referenceboards are supplied with the Comparatol,
readyfor the user to load with the lC's he wantsto test. Afterinserting the lC into the board the user bends power and
ground pins to contact the buses that supply the Comparator's power, and solders the lC into place. The user then
breaks a trace on the reference board to identify each output
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with flat-cableconnectors.Holes and trace patterns
already exist on the boards for IC's to interfacethe
Analyzer's TTL levels to those of other logic families. Layout is for the 7404 pin configuration, and
any similar devices (7405,74O7,eIc.)may be used
to tailor the outputs to specific requirements.Once
interfacedevicesare selectedand solderedin place,
data is availableat the connectorsat the top of the
card. A rear-panelsignal,TRIG OUT, functions as
the strobing command,signalingwith a logic LOW
when data is valid.
Second, if it is desired to use the 50004 as a
digital trigger and delay generator for an oscilloscope,the 50 ms data hold time (during which the
display is frozen) may be reduced to 3ps. To do
this one simply moves the programmingplug on the
Control A board to the TEST position.The Analyzer
is then retriggerable31Ls4f1s1a display sweep is
completed.The 50 ms delay is necessaryfor proper
operation of the Analyzer's display section, so all

end of each clock period, the contentsof the spike
circuit are cleared.To assurethat there are no dead
times for spike detection, two identical spike detection circuits have been included. Each is active
on alternateclock cycles.Thus even when the spike
detector is being cleared,a new spike can be detected.
SpecialApplications
Additional capabilitiesbuilt into the Logic Analyzer greatly extend its flexibility in certain applications.
First, external access is provided to the data
storedin the A and B registers.This data is valuable
when using the Analyzer as a serial-to-parallelconverter or whenever computer analysisof displayed
data is desired. Computer-aidedfault isolation in
production test is one example.
The top edges of the two register boards that
store displayed information are designedto mate
'13

displayedinformation must be ignoredwith the plug
in the TEST position.Data at the top of the register
boards,however,is still valid.
Finally, if special triggering capability beyond
that provided by the Logic Analyzer is required,
inclusion of user-designedadd-onshas been facilitated. All necessarydata and trigger control signals
in addition to *5V power are available at the top
of the Trigger Board, which also mateswith a cardedgeconnector.Serial triggering,the ability to trigger when a particular serialbit pattern occurs,could
be added in this manner.for examnle.
Mechanical
Design
The 50004 Logic Analyzer is the first instrument
to be packagedin the new HP cabinet system,This
system featuresdie-castfront and rear frames and
removable aluminum side rails that connect the
front and rear frames. With top, bottom, and both
side covers removed, accessto all sides of the instrument is possible[Fig. 13J.The covers slide into
slots on the frame; each is quickly removed by
looseningonly a single screw.
The internal design of the Logic Analyzer emphasizeseaseof assemblyfrom both manufacturing
and service viewpoints. Its chassis is a single
printed-circuit mother board containinga seriesof
card-edge connectors. All electronic components
are mounted on printed-circuit modules that plug
into the mother board. which contains all inter-

assemblyconnections.The printed-circuit modules
are easily extendible or removable for troubleshooting purposes,and hand wiring is kept to a
minimum. Even the front and rear-panel controls
are printed-circuit mounted; the only hand wiring
in the instrument is the lEC-required power and
transformer wiring.
The Logic Analyzer cabinet is a standard halfrack module, 15 inches deep. Its handle, 15 pound
weight, and form factor make it light and convenient
to carry [Fig.1 J.
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Flg. 13. Logic Analyzeris mechanically designed for ease of assembly and repair. Top, bottom,
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SPECIFICATIONS
HP Model 5000A Logic Analyzer

Inpuls
N U M B E R : 5 ( C h a n n e l A , C h a n n e l B , E x l e r n a l T 1 1 9 9 6 r ,W o r d O s l a y ,
Clock).
I N P U T I M P E D A N C E :1 M O s h u n t e d b y a p p r o x i m a t e l y2 5 p F .
I N P U T T H R E S H O L DV O L T A G E : C o n t i n u o u s l y v a r i a b l e o v e r t l . 4 V
(+14 V with 10:1divider probe).
MAXIMUM INPUT VOLTAGE: :L200 V continuous, 1400 V transient.
ANNUNCIATORS: One per input to display logic state; pulse
stretching for single pulses.
DATA AND TRIGGER INPUTS (Channel A, B, External Trigger)
MINIMUM SETUPTIME: l5 ns (8 ns typlcal).
M I N I M U MH O L OT I M E : O n s .
CLOCK INPUT
M A X I M U M P U L S E R E P E T I T I O NR A T E : 1 0 M H z .
MINIMUM PULSE WIDTH: 15 ns (10 ns lypical with 100 mV overdrivo).
H Y S T E R E S I S :A p p r o x i m a t e l y 1 0 m V .
WORD DELAY INPUT
M A X I M U M P U L S E R E P E T I T I O NR A T E : 1 / zo t Q l o c k i n p u t r e o e l l t l o n
r a t e ( i n p u t i s s y n c h r o n i z e dt o C l o c k ) .
M I N I M U M P U L S EW I D T H : 1 5 n s .
WORD DELAY SLOPE CONTROL SWITCH: Permits selection of
high or low-going edgas ot word pulss or disabllng of function.

Input Modes
A, B: Two-channel operation.
SEFIAL A: A and B display registerscascaded into a singlo 64-bit
d i s p l a y l o a d o d f r o m C h a n n e lA i n p u t .
SPIKE A: Detects mulliple transitions at A Input during a clock
period. Posltiw spikes are displayed in A display register,negatirr6 spikss ln B regisler.
MINIMUMSPIKE WIDTH:15 ns (10 ns typicalwith 100 mV overdrive).
R U N - S T O R E . R E S EM
T ODES
RUN: Normal operalion, A and B registers loaded each tlm€
Analyzertriggers.
STORE: Analyzer triggers once (or finishes current sweop) and
retalns data, rearming inhiblted.
RESET: Clears A and B display reglsters (except in Store B mods)
and rearms Analyzer when relsased. Also aborts sweep or dslay
countdown if in progress.
STORE B MODE: Data in Channel B dlsplay reglster is retained
( s w e e p l s c o m p l e t e d i f I n p r o g r e s s ) .C h a n n e l A l o a d s e a c h t i m e
Analyzsr triggers. Reset control does not atfect data stored in
B reglster.

Trigger Controls
FUNCTION: Initiate display or delay countdown (also se6 Dlgital
Dslay section).
ARMING: Analyzer must be armed in order to trlgger. Arm LED
lighls to indicate arming.
MINIMUM SWEEP REARMING TIME: Approxlmately50 ms after
last clock pulse ot sweep.
H O L D O F FC O N T R O L : I n c r e a s e sr e a r m l n g t i m e u p t o a p p r o x i m a t e t y
5 seconds.
TRIGGER CONDITIONS:Triggering may be trom either Data Input,
External Trigger input, or logical ANO combinations of iwo or
thre€ Inputs. Slope selection is provided by 3-position stope
control switch lor sach inout.
T R I G G E RS L O P E C O N T R O LS W I T C H E S
SWITGH UP: Input must be HIGH tor trlggsring.
S W I T C H l N C E N T E RP O S I T I O N : I n p u t m u s t b e L O W t o r t r i g g e r i n g .
SWITCHDOWN: Input does not affect triggering.
TRIGGERINGMODES
CLOCKED MODE: Analyz€r triggers on tirst ctock pulso after all
input conditions defined by slope control switchss ars mer.
Trigger condition must remain until clock pulse occurs.
A S Y N C H R O N O U SM O D E : A n a l y z e rt r i g g e r s w h e n t r i g g e r c o n d l t i o n s
a r e m e t . C o n d i t i o n sn e e d n o t r e m a i n u n t i l c l o c k p u l s e o c c u r s .
M I N I M U M P U L S EW I O T H :4 0 n s .
M I N I M U MS E T U PT I M E : 6 0 n s .
TRIGGER LED: Indicates Analyzer is trigg€red. Remains on untll
completion of sweep.

Digital Delay
P O S T - T R I G G E RD E L A Y R A N G E : D i s p t a y b e g i n s 0 t o g g g , 9 9 9 c t o c k
p€riods afler trlgger event.

P R E T R I G G E R( N E G A T I V E ) D E L A Y F A N G E : D i s p t a y b e g l n s 0 t o 3 2
clock psriods (64 in Serial A mode) before trlgger 6vent.
WORD DELAY: When enabled, permits 2 tovels of digital delay.
DELAY RANGE:0 to 9,999pulses at Word Delay input plus O to gg
pulsesat Clock input.

Display
I Y P E : R e d l i g h t - e m i t t i n gd i o d e s .
L E N G T H : 3 2 L E O ' Sp e r r e g l s t e r .
LOGIC CONVENTION
ON LED: Logic HIGH (input more positivethan threshold voltags).
OFF LED: Logic LOW (input less posiilve than threshotd voltage).
DISPLAY MODES
DIRECT: Data at A and B inputs displayedby A and B registers.
A. B: Logical AND ot A and B inputs displayed in A register, B
register blanked.
A + B: Logical OR of A and B inputs disptayed in A register, B
register blanked.
A O B : L o g i c a l E X C L U S T V E - O Ro t A a n d B I n p u t s d i s p t a y e d I n
A r e g i s t e r ,B r e g i s t e r b l a n k e d .
D I S P L A Y R E L A T I O N S H I PT O C L O C K : D i s p t a y a d v a n c e s h o r i z o n t a i l y
one LED p€r clock pulss.

Rear Panel
T H R E S H O L DA D J U S T M E N T
T H R E S H O L D R A N G E S W T T C H :S e t e c t s l o w r a n g e ( a p p r o x i m a t s t y
- 0 . 1 4 t o + 0 . 1 4 V ) o f h i g h r a n g e ( a p p r o x i m a t e t y- 1 . 4
to +1.4 V)
tor input amplifier threshold voltage.
VERNIER CONTROLS: Permit continuous adjustment over eithsr
rang6.
T H R E S H O L DO U T P U T : E n a b t e s m e a s u r e m e n to t t h r e s h o t d v o l t a g e ,
Zo = 5.6 k0.
TRIGGER OUT: Goes H|GH when delay countdown is complstod;
remains HIGH until display sweep has completed.
5 V OUT: Supplies 5 V +5% at 200 mA.
C HECK.OPE RATE-COM PENSATE
CHK: Provides alternating HIGH/LOW disptay when Check Out
output is connected lo Channel A or B input. No external clock
rsqulred.
OPER: Normal Analfzer operation.
C O M P : U s e d f o r a d j u s t i n g c o m p e n s a t i o no f d i v i d e r p r o b e s .
CHECK OUT: Provides signal at yz clock input repetitlon rate (exc6pt in Chsck mode); TTL compatlble.
P R I C E l N U . S . A . :$ 1 9 0 0 . 0 0
M A N U F A C T U R I N GD I V I S I O N : S A N T A C L A R A O t V t S t O N
t301 Stevens Creek Boulevard
S a n t a C t a r a , C a l i f o r n i a9 S 0 S 0U . S . A .

Todayns
for
A
Pulse
Generator
aDigitalCircuits
produces
PulseGenerator
Thisnew dual-output
l6V pulsesat highrepetitronrates,and wrth
as muchas 16Voffset.A new controlarrange
ment makespulseset-upmuchstmpler.
by ReinhardFalke and Horst Link

voltage levels. Accordingly, a new dual-output
pulse generator [Fig. 1) has been designedwith a
capability for supplying pulse amplitudes up to
16 V into a 50o load from a 1ko sourceimpedance,
or B V into 50o from a matched 50o source. Not
only are these drive levels suitable for testing
CMOS, N-channel MOS and most high-threshold
MOS circuits, as well as TTL and other digital circuits, but they are also useful as test signals for
examining the transient response of operational
amplifiers, oscilloscopes,and other wideband analog circuits. In addition, the two output channels
can be combinedto supply twice the single-channel

pEcausE
OF THE rapidly expandingrole that
.fldigital circuits play in present-daytechnology,
pulse generatorsintroduced recently by HewlettPackardwere designedto drive integratedcircuits.
The main emphasiswith these instruments was to
provide high repetition rates, 50 MHz and higher,
as well as to producewell-definedpulse shapes.Intended as test signal sourcesfor TTL and ECL circuits, these instruments had maximum output levels of -r5 V finto 50o) with a baselineoffset range
of -+2V or so.
MOS integrated circuits and high-threshold
"noise immune" circuits, however, require higher

Fig.l. New Model 8015A 50 MHz
Pulse Generator has two outputs
with individual control of amplitude, polarity, and baseline level
fot each. The arrangementof the
conttols simplifies operation. The
instrument shown here is equipped with the optional burst mode
of operation.
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output current, especially useful when the generator is used to drive magneticdevices.The doubled
current capability enables pulse swings of up to
30 V anywherewithin a *16 V to -16 V window.
The maximum repetition rate of this instrument
depends on the pulse amplitude selected [and, of
course,on the characteristicsof the load).With the
internal 50o source impedance switched in, the
repetition rate can go as high as 50 MHz up to the
maximum amplitude (8 V) obtainable in this mode.
Without the internal 50o, pulses up to 16 V can be
generated at repetition rates up to 40 MHz.
Two-PhaseGeneration
With its two output channels the new pulse generator fModel 8015A) can supply the two-phase
clock signalsneededby many MOS circuits.Pulses
in the B output channelcan be delayedwith respect
to pulses in the A channel, the time delay being
set by the PULSEDELAY controls (Fig. 2). Pulses
from both channels will have the same width and
transition times, but their output levels and polarities are individually selectable.
The controllable delay between channels is also
useful for testing coincidentgatesand the set-reset
characteristics of flip-flops.
SimplifiedOutputControl
Setting the output levels of this instrument has
been made much easierby a new control arrangement. The usual method of setting output levels has
been to use an uncalibratedoffset control to set the
baseline and to adjust pulse amplitude with the
output attenuator and vernier control. A precision
oscilloscopewas thereforeneededto determinethe
levels of the baseline and pulse top exactly.

Output levels of the new pulse generator are determined by calibrateddual-slidercontrols (seeFig.
3J.The lower slider sets the baselineand the upper
slider sets the level of the pulse top. Transition
times are not affected and remain constant through
all settings of these controls. When the output is
switched to the complementarymode, the pulse is
inverted but the upper control continuesto set the
upper waveform level and the lower control sets
the lower level. The sliders are mechanically interlocked so when the maximum pulse amplitude is
reached (16 V), further movement of either slider
causesthe other to follow.
When the output switch is set to A+8, internal
switching parallels the outputs of both channels to
give a maximum pulse current of 640 mA, twice the
normal output. Pulse levels are then controlled by
the channel A output level sliders (within the permissible -+16 V "window"). The maximum repetition rate in this mode of operation, however, is
limited to 20 MHz becauseof the greater transition
times incurred (minimum : L5 ns).
If the instrument is switched to the B-delayed
mode while in the A*B mode, three-level signals
can be obtained [Fig. +). Then the channel B level
and polarity controls operate independently of
channel A.
Bursl Option
The burst mode, an optional feature, will be of
particular interest to those who work with shift
registers, memories, and logic circuits in general.
With this feature, the generator can be set to produce a predeterminednumber of pulses,then stop.
The operator can then check the statesof his logic
circuits and, since he knows exactly how many
pulses were fed in, verify that the circuit is operating properly.
The number of pulses in the burst is selectedin
a range of 1 to 9999 by the front-panel thumbwheel
switch (seeFig. 3J. On receipt of a trigger from an
external source or from the front-panel pushbutton,
the instrument starts generating pulses and an internal counter counts them. When the exact number
of pulses has been counted, the instrument stops.
Unlike the conventional gate mode of operation,
the number of pulses in the burst remains constant,
even though the repetition rate may be changed,
and it is unaffected by drift in the rate generator
and/or gating pulse.
Front-EndSimilarities
In other respects,the new Model 8015A is similar to other high-repetition-rate generators in the
Hewlett-Packard8000-series
[Models8007A,8008A,
8012A, 8013A). It has an internal wide-range rate

Fig.2. Dual-trace oscillogram shows how pulsesin channel
B can be delayed with respectto channel A, giving two-phase
clock pulses.
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Fig. 3. Output levels ate set by
calibrated linear controls. The
upper slider sets lhe upper pulse
excursion and the lower slider
estab/lshesthe lower excursion.
The center sca/e is used when
Z, switchesare set to 50a while
driving 50a loads. The outside
sca/es are used when driving
e i t h e r h i g h - i m p e d a n c el o a d s
with Z, set to 50{2,or a 50Q load
with Zs set to 1kQ.Controlsprovide visual indication ot compatible settings.As long as the
PULSEDELAYand WIDTHcontrols are to the lett ot the PULSE
PERIODcontrol, there is no danger that the width or delay settings would exceed the pulse
period.

generator [1 Hz-50 MHz) and it also works with
external triggers.In addition, it generatesa single
pulse eachtime a front-panelpushbuttonis pressed.
Pulse width is selectablein a range of 10 ns-l s
wjth controls that are arranged to make incompatible settings unlikely, e.g. pulse width wider
than pulse period [Fig. 3). The instrument also
functions in a square-wavemode in which the pulse
width is always 50% of the pulse period even
though the repetition rate may be changed.This
mode is useful for toggle-ratetesting of flip-flops,
or for applicationsrequiring constantsignalpower.
A DELAY control, with a range of 25 ns to 1 s,
establishesthe time interval betweena triggerpulse
output and the main pulse.This control is also used
in the B-delay mode, describedpreviously,to set

the time delay between the A and B channels.
The DELAY control is also used in the doublepulse mode. In this mode, useful for checking the
pulse resolution of counting circuits, two pulses
are generatedsequentiallyin responseto each trigger. The DELAY control sets the time interval between the two pulses.The gate and burst modes,
incidentally,can be usedwith both the double-pulse
and B-delay modes fmaximum repetition rate in
thesemodesis 25 MHzJ.
The instrument has the conventional synchronous gatemode,where the rate generatoris enabled
by the presenceof a signal at the EXTERNALinput
or by the manual pushbutton being pressed.The
rate generatorremainsenabledas long as the signal
is present or the pushbutton is held down. Otherwise it turns off. The first pulse is always synchronized with the leading edgeof the input signal and
the last pulse [or last pair of pulses in the doublepulse mode) is always completedeven though the
input may turn off while a pulse is being generated.
TransitionTimes
Controllable
The rise and fall transition times of the output
pulses can be controlled within a range of (6 ns
to 500 ms. Controlled transition times are useful
for testing devices such as core memories,where
the device responseis affected by transition time,
and for simulating propagationdegradationin long
cables,It is also useful for confirming propagation
delay in acceptancetesting of digital circuits since
IC manufacturersinclude risetime of the test pulse
as part of the specification.
Transition times are selectedby a range switch,
common to both rise and fall times, and separate
verniers for rise and fall. Within each range,transition times are adjustableover a 100:1span.

Fig. 4. Three-levelsignalsare obtainedby combiningoulputs (A*B) while using the B'delay mode. Pulse amplitude and polarity are individually adjustable but pulse
widths and transitiontimes are identical and are adiusted
simultaneously(pulses cannot be overlapped).
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NORMmode of operation,pulse repetition rate during the "on" time is determined by the front-panel
RATE IPULSEPERIODJcontrol.
In the optional burst mode, the rate generator
enable/disable function is performed by the burst
control circuit. On receipt of a trigger (either external or manual), the burst circuit loads the number
that has been set into the front-panel thumbwheel
switches into a counter, and it enablesthe rate generator.Each of the rate generatorpulsesdecrements
the counter one count, counting down to zero. A
digital detector senses the all-zero state of the
counter and then disables the rate generator,terminating the burst.
The rate generator supplies triggers to the frontpanel TRIGGERoutput and it also drives the delay
generator. This is a monostable circuit that turns
"on" in response to a rate generator trigger and
turns "off" again at a time determined by the frontpanel PULSEDELAY controls. The trailing edge is
used as a trigger for the width generator so the
main output pulse is delayed with respect to the
front-panel output triggers.
In the double-pulseand B-delayedmodes, triggers are derived from both the leading and trailing
edgesof the delay monostablepulse.Consequently,
two output pulses are generatedfor each input trigger-one pulse at the same time as the trigger, and
the other occurring later at a time determined by
the delay setting.
The width generator is another monostable circuit that turns "on" for a time determined by the
front-panel PULSEWIDTH controls. The rectangular
pulse thus generated is passed on to the pulseshaping circuits.

PulseRegeneration
The new instrument also has a "width" mode. In
this mode, pulses applied to the EXTERNALinput
bypass the rate generator,width, and delay circuits,
going directly to the pulse-shaping circuits. The
output pulses then have the same width as the
input, but with controllable levels and transition
times. The instrument thus serves as a pulse regenerator, shaper, or amplifier for waveforms of any
shapegeneratedelsewhere-the output stays "on"
as long as the input signal stays above the trigger
level, and drops back to the baselinewhenever the
input falls below the trigger level. This mode is
useful when working with a word generator, for
example, when the word generator does not have
the output capabilitiesneededfor the task at hand.
Theoryof Operation
A block diagram of the Model 8015A Pulse Generator is shown in Fig. 5. Triggers for the pulsegenerating circuits are produced by the rate generator, a solid-staterelaxation oscillator that uses
an RC chargingcircuit to establishthe basic pulse
period.
When external signals or the front-panel pushbutton are used to trigger pulse generation,the RC
timing circuit is disconnectedand the oscillatorRC
discharge switch then functions as a pulse driver
for the succeeding circuits. The switch is driven
by pulses formed in the signal conditioning circuits,
which have the same kind of polarity and level selection as oscilloscopetime bases.
In the gate mode of operation, the signal conditioner works as a Schmitt trigger to generate rectangular pulses with widths equal to the times that
the external signal remains above the selectedtriggering level. The rate generator then oscillates as
long as the input is above the triggering level, but
otherwise oscillations are suppressed.As in the

SquareWaves
In the square-wavemode, the rate generator output goes to a flip-flop that generatesa square wave

Flg. 5. Stmp/lfiedblock diagram of Model 8015A Pulse Generator.
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with a repetition rate one-half that of the rate generator. The flip-flop also generatestriggers at the
half rate. This square wave goes directly to the
pulse-shaping circuits, bypassing the delay and
width circuits.
The square-wave function can also be used with
the gate and burst modes but in this case,the number of square-wavecycles in the burst is only onehalf the number of triggers counted. Accordingly,
to return the output at the end of the burst to the
same level as the start, the gate or burst should be
set so that an even number of triggers is counted.
Conlrol
Transition-Time
The pulse shaper consists essentially of two
switched current sources and two clamps. On a
positive-going transition, the "positive" current
source is switched on, linearly charging a capacitor.
When the capacitor voltage reachesthe upper clamp
level, the clamp absorbs the output of the current
source, preventing any further charge of the capacitor. The current magnitude is adjustable so the
slope of the transition can be varied.
On a negative-goingtransition, the "positive"
current source switches off and the "negative" current sourceswitcheson. The capacitorthen charges
in the opposite direction until its voltage reaches
the lower clamp level where it remains until the
next positive-goingtransition.The result is a trape-

ToChannel B

zoidal-shapedwaveform.
The upper and lower current sources are adjustable separatelyover a 100:1range,so the slopesof
the leading and trailing edges can be adjusted individually. The range of adjustment is determined
by the capacitor,which can be changedby the frontpanel TRANSITIONTIME range switch.
Because of the relatively large amplitude of the
pulses generatedby this instrument, the speed of
the fastest transition is limited by the output circuits, and this limit depends on the output configuration and the nature of the load. The fastest
transition [(6 nsJ is obtained when driving a 50o
load with the 50o internal sourceimpedance
switched in. With the rko internal source impedance,the fastest transition is 8 ns into a 50o load. In
the A*B mode, fastest transition is 15 ns with or
without the internal soo. With loads other than a
well-matched 50o, the maximum speed attainable
dependson the load capacitance.
OulputSlages
At first glance it would seem that control of the
output levels could be a simple matter of using adjustable clamp circuits, one to set the baselinelevel
and the other to set the pulse top. This method is
not applicable, however, because the transition
times would not remain constant as either clamp
Ievel were changed.

To Channel B

Fag.6. Outputstagesfor ChannelA. ChannelB is identical.
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Actually, the operationof the Model8015A'soutput amplifier is similar to earlier pulse generators:
peak-to-peakamplitude is determined by amplifier gain and the baselineis set by a dc offset voltage
addedto the output waveform.
As shown in Fig. 6, the pulse upper and lower
levels are selected by sliders on the OUTPUT
LEVEL potentiometer. The difference between the
slider voltagesis used to control pulse amplitude,
since the peak-to-peakamplitude is proportional
to this difference. The sum of the slider voltages is
usedto generatea current that is proportionalto the
desiredoffset. This is addedto the pulse waveform
at the output through a decoupling network that
preventsthe capacitanceof the offset circuits from
slowing the pulse transitiontimes.
This method of settingpulse levels requireselectronic control of the pulse amplitude.Accordingly,
active attenuators' of the type shown in Fig. 7 are
used. One pair of these attenuators,in a push-pull
configuration,is used betweenstages1 and 2 of the
output chain [Fig. 6J and a secondpair is between
stages2 and 3. Each attenuatorhas a range of.2.75
to 1, giving an overall attenuationrange of about 8
to 1.
The differencevoltagealso adjuststhe bias levels
of the third amplifier stage so the pulses will be
centered in the linear range of this amplifier regardlessof amplitude.
Complementary
Output
The NORM/COMPswitch selectseither the noninverted or the inverted output of the differential
amplifier chain for presentationto the power output
stage.
The output stage normally has a source impedance of rko. A 50o sourceimpedanceis obtained
by switching in a 50o resistor. This absorbs any
signal reflections from impedance mismatchesin
the external system so there will be no re-reflections to distort the primary pulse.When reflections
are not a problem, maximum signal drive can be
obtainedby switching out the 50o.
DelayedPulses
In the B-delayedmode, an enable/disablecircuit
is activatedunder control of the pulse delay generator. When the delay monostablecircuit is "on," the
channel B output amplifier is disabled,so the first
pulse appearsonly in the channelA output. When
the delay monostablegoes "off," channelA is disabled and channel B is then enabled.In effect, the
instrumentis functioningin the double-pulsemode,
but the first pulse of eachpair is processedthrough
channel A and the second pulse goes through
channelB.
22
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Slgnal

Flg.7. Electronic attenuator splits the signal cuffent into two
paths. The proportion that goes to Q3 depends on Q3 bias.
Q2 slnks the remainder.

CombinedOutputs
In the Al-B mode, the switch in the channel B
output places the outputs in parallel and relay K1
gives control of pulse levels in both channelsto the
channel A OUTPUT LEVEL controls. To prevent
both sourceimpedanceresistorsfrom being placed
in parallel,the channelA 50o sourceimpedanceresistor is automatically disconnectedso output impedanceis establishedby the channel B switch.
When the B-delayed mode is used at the same
time as A+8, the outputs are in parallel but K1 is
opened. The two pulses generated separately in
channelsA and B are then combinedat the channel
A output. It should be noted that the offsets are
added too, so the pulse baselinewill be at a level
correspondingto the algebraic sum of the output
level sliders that set the baselinein each channel.
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SPECIFICATIONS
HP Model 8015A Pulse Generatol

I
I

Externally-Controlled
Operation

Pulse Gharaclerislics
TIMES:Fromminimum(seeTabls)to 0.5s In four
TRANSITION

output,y2of repoRATE:0 to 50 MHz. For squars-wave
REPETITION
tition rate.
TRIGGERING:

ranges. Ranges are common ior both transitions with leadingto-trailing edge ratios within each range continuously variable
from 100:1to 1:100.
TRANSITION LINEARITY: For transition times >30 ns, deviatlon
from straight line bstween 10o/o and 90% points is less than 57o
of pulse amplitude.
OVERSHOOT AND RINGING: 1-5Vo ol pulso amplituds, posslbly
i n c r e a s i n gl e ( + 1 0 o l o a t m i n i m u m a m p l i t u d e .
PRE-SHOOT: 15o/o ol pulse amplitude.
PULSE TOP DROOP: <5% of pulse amplltude.
PULSE WIDTH: <10 ns to 1 s in four ranges.Vernier providos continuous adjustment within each range.
WIDTH JITTER: <0.1% + 50 ps.
ttlAx DUTY CYGLE: )75olo from 1 Hz to 1 MHz, decreaslng to 507"
at 50 MHz. Switching ouiput to COMP mode glves equivalent of
50 to 100% duty cycle,
SOUARE WAVE SYMMETRY: -r5lo trom 1 Hz to 1 MHz, golng to
+157o at 25 MHz (internal modes only),
PULSE DELAY: 20 ns (+25 ns fixed) to I s with respect to trlgger
output. Four ranges with vernier for continuous adjustmentwithin
eacn range.
DELAY JITTER: (0.1olo * 50 ps.
PULSE OUTPUTS: Two outputs with independent control of pul6s
upper and lower levels, source impedance, and normal or complementod output (see Table).
A + B: Output channels combinsd through channel A output
(with no load connecled to channel B output). In NORM and
DOUBLE PULSE modes, pulse levols and norm/complement selection are controlled by channel A (channel B controls are disabled),
In B DELAY mode, both channel A and channel B conlrols ars
o n a b l e d t o r i n d e p e n d e n tc o n t r o l o f f i r s t a n d s e c o n d p u l s € s i n e a c h
pair. Oulput levels in each part of combined wawform then €qual
algebraicsum ot channglA and channel B levels.

iENSITIVITY
Sinewaws
Pulses

1vp-p
-f 0.5 v

1 0V p - p
-t-5 v

:HRESHOLD
(Continuously adjustablo)

- l to +1 V

-10to *10V

Positi\reor nsgative
slops
-f25V

+7V

DELAY:(50 ns betweeninput and outputtriggers.
MANUAL:Front-panelpushbuttongeneratesone input trigger each
timeit is pressed.
GATEMODE:Externalinput turns on internalrepotitionrate gsnerator. First pulse occurs after start ot gate signal with time delay
delined by delay controls. Last pulse is always completed regardlsssof phasingbetwsenend of gats and pulse output. Maxi'
mum repetitionrate:40 MHz
MANUAL:Front-panelpushbuttongeneratesgate signal equal io
time it is helddown.
EXTERNAL
WIDTH:Each input pulso resultsin one output pulse ot
samowidth but with controllablepulse levelsand transitiontimes.
In this mode, repetition-rategeneratorruns independentlyat selected rate, producinglriggers independentot main output.
MANUAL:Pressingfront-panslpushbuttonswitches output level
f o r t i m e e q u a lt o t i m e t h a t p u s h b u t t oins h e l dd o w n .
BURSTlrrODE(opllonal):Preselectednumberof pulsesgsneratedin
responseto each input trigger or pushbuttonactuation.Numbcr
of pulses:0 to 9999.Maximumrepetitionrate: 40 MHz. Minimum
t i m e b e t w e e nb u r s t s : 2 0 0n s .

General
OPERATING TEMPERATURE RANGE: 0 to 55"C.
P O W E R :1 0 0 , 1 2 0 , 2 2 0 , o t 2 4 0 V ( + 5 % . - 1 0 ' / . t , 4 8 t o 4 4 0 H z ' 1 8 0V A
max.
D I M E N S I O N S :1 6 7 + i n . W x 5 y 4 i n . H x 1 5 i n . D ( 4 2 6 x 1 4 5 x 3 8 0 m m ) .
WEIGHT:24la lbs. (11 kg).
PRICE lN U.S.A.: Model 8015A, $1750. Burst Option (002), add $350.
Single output version (option 001), $1350.
MANUFACTURING DlvlSlON: H€wlett-Packard GmbH
Herrenberger Strasse 110
D-7030 Bttblingen, W0rttemb€rg
Germany

MINIMUM

SOURCE
LOAD
TRANSITION
RESISTANCE' IMPEDANCE
TIMES
500
500

<6 nsf
<8 ns

>500

<8 ns

AsopB
500

500Q

INPUT
tilAxlMUM

REPETITION RATE: 1 Hz to 50 MHz (see Table) in four ranges. Vernier provides continuous adjustment within each range.
P E R I O DJ I T T E R : < 0 . 1 % + 5 0 p s .
SAUARE wAvE: 0.5 Hz to 25 MHz (y2 of repetition rate).
DOUBLE PULSE: 1 Hz lo 25 MHz. Spacing between pulses in each
pair defined by delay controls.
B DELAY: 1 Hz to 25 MHz. Channel B pulse delayed with respsct to
channel A pulse, as datined by delay controls.
TRIGGER OUTPUT: >1 V into 50O load, dc coupled. 50O typical
source imoedance.
TRIGGERPULSEWIDTH: I ns :! 5 ns.

500
1kQ

500

toLARITY (switchad)

Repetition Rate and Tligger

MODE

(switched)
NPUTIMPEDANCE

500
1k0

500
500

<15ns
< 1 5n s

1ko

>504

< 1 5n s

A+B

PULSE LEVELS

UPPER
+8to -7V
+ 1 6 t o- 1 4 V
Dopendson load
+320 to
-280 mA max
+ 1 6 t o- 1 4 V
+ 1 6 t o- 1 2 V
Depsndson load
+640 to
-560 mA max

* Source
= 30pF.t At 8 V; mayincrease
capacitance
to 5.5nsat 4 V.
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LOWER

+7 to -8 V
+ 1 4 t o- 1 6 V

PULSE
AMPLITUDE

MAX
8V
16V

MIN

1V
2V

Dependson load
+280 to
-320 mA max
+ 1 4 t o- 1 6 V
+ 1 2 t o- 1 6 V
Dependson load
+560 to
-640 mA max

MAX
REPETITION
RATE
50 MHz
40 MHz

40 MHz

.16v
30v

2V
4V

20 MHz
20 MHz

20 MHz
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